
Glitch Dash

**About Glitch Dash**

Glitch Dash is an endless runner in which players have to run through diverse worlds and dodge

obstacles such as hammers, axes and lasers.

Glitch Dash is a particularly challenging endless runner. Unlike other endless runners, you do not

play in the third-person perspective, but in the first-person perspective. You run through varied

worlds that change again and again. For example, you run through the sky, through the Arctic, or

through a colorful neon world. In the different worlds there are always obstacles like hammers,

axes or lasers, which want to prevent you from getting ahead. If you can not avoid all obstacles,

the level is over and you have to start over. However, you also have the option to protect yourself

with various power-ups. Run through colorful and diverse worlds, collect coins and survive as long

as possible.

**Glitch Dash - Features:**

- Dodge all obstacles: Glitch Dash is an endless runner of a different kind. You do not play the

levels with a character, but from a first-person perspective. This makes it much more difficult to

estimate distances, for example. Like in other Endless Runners, you run through a colorful world

where many obstacles await you. To continue your run, you have to dodge the obstacles. To do

this, you simply have to swipe left, right, up or down, depending on where the obstacle is. The

game is over as soon as you have not been able to dodge an obstacle. The longer you go, the more

points you get, of course.

- Experience different worlds: Glitch Dash consists of several worlds, each characterized by

different landscapes or styles. For example, there is an Arctic world, a dune world or a colorful

neon world. The further you get, the more worlds you experience.

- Set checkpoints: If you manage to get to a checkpoint, you will start from that point on your next

try. This means that you do not have to start from the beginning every time you lose a life.

- Use Power-Ups: Dodging all obstacles can sometimes be quite a challenge. To make this easier,

you can use power-ups at regular intervals. A power-up, for example, helps you to gain speed or

equips you with a protective shield.

Conclusion: Glitch Dash is a fast-paced and challenging endless runner. Even though the game is a

little tricky in the beginning, the player always stays motivated to keep playing thanks to the

excellent soundtrack.


